Michel Schneider

Against Sublimation: How Proust Became a Writer

What could Marcel Proust teach us about infantile sexuality? Does one become a writer with the help of, or in spite of, our primitive unconscious drives? Does Freud’s concept of sublimation explain this process? What if sublimation were only a myth, as rarely observed in the artist’s creative process as it is in the so-called latency period to which sublimation is linked? Far from being a sublime transformation of the sexual into the cultural, writing novels attests to the irreducible presence of the sexual unconscious of the child throughout the entire intellectual life of the adult. Writing is not a movement of purification through elevation; it is a descent toward what is low, hidden, unclean. Proust’s novel remains an impure, messy, human artifact, torn and dismembered by the unceasing drive to write, an “objet petit a,” as Lacan puts it, around which the drive turns without ending.
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